"Rent to Own" School Solar program of Barefoot Power and SAIL

Under "Rent to Own" School Solar program of Barefoot Power and SAIL. This is installed on an off grid village school name Dhanlal Uchyatar Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Shivgarh, Gonda District in UP, INDIA. This is a system of 24 table lights with panels. Panels are fitted in the school on an iron case and kept in school and the solar lights are with the students which they bring everyday to school for charging on everyday rent basis of Rs 5 per day for 15 days in a month. Once the installment is complete then student can take the panel with them and they own the light thereafter.

This shall increase students interest in studying as well as daily turnover rate in school. A teacher is chosen to look after the whole system, collection of the money is kept in a separate account with the Teacher and Regular Reporting to CEE officers on monthly basis. This program runs for one year and the money so collected is again used for installation of subsequent system of 24 lights and panels.